
 
 
 

IMPORTANT INFLATION INFORMATION FOR YOUR 
AQUA JUMP® ECLIPSE™ WATER TRAMPOLINE 

 
Proper inflation pressure (2.0-2.25 PSI) within the tube is critical in order to 
achieve the desired bounce performance on this product. The enclosed High 
Speed Inflator was designed to inflate this product to the proper pressure. 
 
Set up and inflate using the following guidelines: 

AJ120:  Inflate 4 min., set springs, inflate an additional 1.5 minutes till firm 
AJ150:  Inflate 9 min., set springs, inflate an additional 3 minutes till firm 
AJ200:  Inflate 12 min., set springs, inflate an additional 5 minutes till firm 

 
The above times can fluctuate slightly depending on atmospheric conditions.  
During final inflation, it is OK to allow the inflator to run longer than the 
times indicated above. The inflator will not exceed 2.5 PSI of air pressure in 
the tube.  
 
During initial setup of your water trampoline, you may hear a popping sound 
as the springs are being tensioned during the final few minutes of tube 
inflation. When the sound stops, the tube is full of air and at the proper 
pressure. Please notice that the tube will feel very firm (like a firmly inflated 
basketball) and your fist should bounce rapidly off the tube if you pound on 
it. After inflation, let your tube acclimate to the cooler water temperature 
then top off again to achieve full pressure. 
 
The following conditions are evidence of an UNDER INFLATED tube: 

 If you experience poor bounce performance 
 If the surface sags low to the water or the inflated tube creases when 

multiple people are standing in the middle of the jump surface 
 If springs have a tendency to pop off 

If you experience any of these conditions, add more air pressure to your tube 
to increase the tension in the springs. 
 

C A U T I O N 
DO NOT OVER-INFLATE. 

Do not exceed 2.5 PSI if filling with compressed air. Excessive pressure can cause 
the tube to rupture with potentially damaging force to eyes, ears, skin and limbs. 

Use of an air compressor or over-inflation can rupture the tube beyond repair, thus 
voiding the warranty. 

 
 

Call RAVE Customer Service or visit ravesports.com with any questions. 
1-800-659-0790 
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